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Professor new AAAS fellow 
By David Schrag 
■EfOiTCI 
Last Friday one of the 
University's professors was 
announced as one of (he Fellows 
of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, or 
the AAAS, for his "distinguished 
scholarly and organizational con- 
tributions to the field of psycho- 
logical science and for innovative 
leadership in advancing the 
field's reach and impact on soci- 
ety." 
Dr. Milt Hakel, psychology pro- 
fessor and eminent scholar who 
came to the University in 1991, 
will receive this honor in 
February at the association's 
annual meeting in Seattle. 
Since his tenure started at the 
University, Dr. Hakel has been 
involved with much of the 
University's advancement of psy- 
chological research. Also Dr. 
Hakel is one of the founding 
members of the American 
Psychological Society. 
According to Dr. Dale Klopfer, 
chair of the University's psycholo- 
gy department, Dr. Hakel has 
always been an effective col- 
league 
"Dr. Hakel has been enor- 
mously helpful with anything 
that needs to be done, including 
serving as interim head of the 
Institute for Psychological 
Research and Application," 
Klopfer said. "He's done a lot of 
work with student assessment, 
and he chaired the committee 
that developed the 'Academic 
Plan' and he's been involved in a 
lot of high-level projects. The psy- 
chologists who are Fellows are 
some of the foremost leaders in 
their areas of psychology." 
Among one of Dr. Hakel's 
major projects is starting the 
addition of an online portfolio for 
students and faculty. The portfo- 
lios will include student biogra- 
phies and academic goals, not to 
mention a listing of the classes 
they have taken and grades 
received. 
"I think electronic portfolios 
offer the possibility of turning the 
tide on learning and being able to 
track learning in ways that are 
meaningful for students them- 
selves," Hakel said. "It's not like a 
normal portfolio and just getting 
the requirements satisfied, but 
rather being able to see progress 
from one semester to the next. Of 
(seeing) what they can do with 
their knowledge which will help 
each individual student to find 
their way and what they actually 
want to do. My hope is to get the 
electronic portfolios in everyday 
use in the next couple of years." 
Dr. Hakel is receiving the fel- 
lowship from the AAAS for work 
that he started 10 years ago called 
the Human Capital Initiative. He 
headed a committee to answer 
questions involving health care, 
education, drug addiction, crime 
and the elderly. 
"The problems with these 
issues aren't going to go away," 
Hakel said. "Because of this, soci- 
ety needs to capitalize on its sci- 
entific resources to deal with 
them." 
This year the AAAS has issued 
3481 nembers with the distinction 
of Fellow. 
According to Carol Hoy, com- 
munications officer at the AAAS, 
these awards don't go to just any- 
body. 
"These individuals have been 
elevated to this rank because of 
their efforts toward advancing 
science applications that are 
deemed scientifically or socially 
distinguished," Hoy said. 
To become a Fellow one must 
be nominated by the Steering 
Group of his or her sections, by 
three Fellows or by the associa- 
tions Chief Executive Officer. 
Each Steering Group then 
reviews the nominations of indi- 
viduals within its section and for- 
wards a final list to the AAAS 
council on which to vote. 
"When I heard of the 
announcement that I was going 
to be named a Fellow, I was 
absolutely delighted," Hakel said. DEDICATION: Professor Dr. Milt Hakel is awarded a fellowship from 





By Jennie Swinarski 
REPORTER 
Do you have some extra free 
time, or would you like to com- 
mit to a club that is unique and 
competitive? 
If so, the Fencing club might be 
right for you. The Fencing Club 
has become both a popular 
course as well as an organization 
for students to partake in over the 
past few years. The University's 
Fencing Club is a student-run 
organization with a focus on 
teaching, practicing and promot- 
ing the sport of fencing to those 
who desire to learn the craft. 
The club meets to practice 
every Monday and Tuesday from 
7 to 10 p. in. at Eppler North. 
Geoff Cox is president of the 
club has many high hopes for his 
team this year. 
"We are team run, and 1 hope 
to find active members that want 
to participate. No experience is 
needed and there is no need to 
feel intimidated," Cox said. 
Most students begin fencing 
by taking a one credit hour 
course with instructor leannine 
Snow. From the course, students 
tend to develop an interest for 
fencing and commit to the team 
"1 had some free time so I went 
to the club to try it out and then 
decided to stick around," Tony 
Laurene, team treasurer, said. 
The Fencing Club is open to 
students, faculty and staff. The 
team provides equipment for 
participants and only asks mem- 
bers to bring their own athletic 
shoes, attire and the interest to 
learn. The team will compete in 
three major tournaments in the 
Northern Ohio Division this year. 
"We are working hard and 
hoping to qualify for Nationals 
this year," Cox said. 
Digital arts explore society 
Miranda Bond 
■ EPODIO 
Two new art exhibits at the 
Union offer a unique and stim- 
ulating experience for everyone 
at the University. The exhibits, 
"Sensory Integration" and 
"Experiential Extremism," 
located in the two art galleries 
in the Union, each display 
combinations of art and music 
appealing to the viewer's senses 
of sight and sound. 
"Sensory Integration" is a col- 
lection of art that have been 
produced digitally. "City Scape" 
by Jessica Canter, Bradd Cress' 
"Self Portrait" and "Twilight 
Wonders" by John Riddlebaugh 
are just a few of the colorful 
works on display. While walking 
through the gallery, viewers will 
hear abstract music, "Ambient 
Electronic Music," which sets 
the mood for viewing the col- 
laborative electronic installa- 
tion art. The music was com- 
posed by Douglas Bielmeier, 
Nicole Carroll, lonathan Crane, 
Virgil Mihailescu and Adam 
Zygmunt. 
The entries were judged, and 
their placing can be seen next 
to each work. Ian Bell and 
Travis Cook judged the entries. 
Bell is the director of design at 
Bowling Green's public broad- 
casting station, WBGSU-TV, 
and is also a photographer and 
digital print artist. Cook is a 
photographer, musician, sculp- 
tor and an art major. 
"Experimental Extremism" 
uses digital immersive interac- 
tive installation to explore 
extremism in today's society. It 
explores the concept of extrem- 
ism by focusing on aspects that 
entice people to thrill-seek and 
the emotional responses that 
occur before, during and after 
extreme activities. 
"We were interested in artisti- 
cally exploring society's fascina- 
tion with extreme activities." 
said Bonnie Mitchell, visual 
artist of the project. "Neither of 
u-i have ever hungy jumped or 
sky dived, so we began to inves- 
tigate the psychological states 
that one goes through when 
engaging in an extreme activity." 
trad lores BG *« 
STIMULATING EXPERIENCE: Two new exhibits featured in the Union art galleries intergrate visual and audio aspects to create an 
interactive experience tor viewers. The exhibits will be open until tomorrow. 
The show is divided 
into three physical areas, each 
representing an aspect of an 
extreme experience. Phase one 
is the psych-up stage, which 
mimics psychological and 
emotional states prior to 
engaging in an extreme event. 
Phase two, the event phase, 
abstractly portrays the event 
itself. Phase three, the cool 
down phase, represents post- 
experience reflection. Each 
phase evolves over time, which 
makes each visit different. 
When the viewer enters the 
gallery room they will discover 
gauze sheets hanging from the 
ceiling with different colors of 
light projected on them. The 
visual/sonic events are trig- 
gered by stepping on electronic 
pressure sensors, which are 
white squares placed through- 
out the installation. The sen- 
sors are connected to a modu- 
lar input/output board. The 
network computers manipu- 
late information from the 
board and creates an abstract 
experience. 
"The first time we set up the 
display, it took two weeks work- 
ing every day for approximately 
8-10 hours, about 50 hours per 
week,"  said   Elainie  Lilliois, 
composer of the music. "The 
second time we set it up, it took 
one whole day to set up, plus 
two extra partial days of'tweak- 
ing' to get things right." 
The exhibits will be available 
through Nov. 7, Monday 
through Saturday, 8 a.m. to 6 
p in. and Sunday 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST      ™0AY 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Sunny     High: 47' 
Low: 20" 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
>#£<,      Mostly     High:45- J?**\ Few      High: 45' 
Showers   Low: 38' 
MONDAY 
Few       HighuM" 
Showers    Low: 49' 
FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.rmWS.COM 
* 
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New courses to be added for BGX 
By Patricia Rengrto 
CAMPUS   NEWS   EDITOR 
Dance Marathon grows every 
year and quickly has become 
woven into the University's col- 
lege experience. The event has 
grown so big a class has been cre- 
ated for students to study it 
Students participating in the 
BGeXperience will have the 
opportunity to take a pilot 
course that explores the inner- 
workings of philanthropy. 
The class is one of six new 
courses that will focus on service 
to the community as part of a 
new campus initiative. The class- 
es, however, are only open to sec- 
ond semester students in BGX. 
Only two of the six classes fulfill 
general education requirements. 
Seats in the classes will be limit- 
ed because they are pilot courses 
and BGX wants good teacher- 
student interaction. 
"Our ultimate goal is to have 
this kind of service learning inte- 
grated into all four years of the 
BGeXperience," said Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, 
Donald Nieman. 
Nieman also hopes that even- 
tually all new students will be 
involved in the BGeXperience. 
In the course- Philanthropy, 
Society and the BGSU Dance 
Marathon-students will do tradi- 
tional assignments such as writ- 
ing essays and class discussions 
but they will also do hands-on 
learning. While students will not 
actually receive credit for volun- 
teering at Dance Marathon, they 
may be required to attend meet- 
ings, Nieman said. 
"They will learn particularly 
about the end users of the phil- 
anthropy. They will meet with 
the doctors and the people who 
use the money raised," Nieman 
said "This will provide them real 
worid context for philanthropy 
and a broader understanding of 
the importance of it." 
The two three-credit courses 
being offered to BGX students 
are already existing courses with 
a service component added. 
Introduction to American 
Government will include hands- 
on learning of the political sys- 
tem. 
"I think what the professor 
has in mind is some work with 
the League of Wamen Voters," 
Nieman said. "By doing this 
they Istudentsl will help the 
organization and they will learn 
first hand how politics work." 
The Office of Service Learning 
Initiatives was instrumental in 
the development of the new 
classes and has been fielding 
concerns. Some think that the 
Dance Marathon class is unfair 
to students already involved on 
campus. 
"The initial confusion is the 
people who are already involved 
won't get credit," said lane 
Rosser, special projects manag- 
er. 
Student leaders in groups 
such as the Latino Student 
Union do not think the classes 
will get the intended end prod- 
uct. 
"I don't think it is a good idea," 
leannine Ware, LSU vice presi- 
dent said. "Students will just 
take it for an easy grade. 
Students should actually do 
community service to do it and 
not for a grade." 
The organizers of Dance 
Marathon disagree. 
"I think it is an excellent idea 
for a class," Jennifer Page, Dance 
Marathon director, said. "It will 
raise awareness and could lead 
to greater involvement in the 
future." 
If successful, these classes 
may become available to stu- 
dents not in the BGeXperience 
and the University may develop 
additional classes, Rosser said. 
"They could be a model for a 
broader philanthropy in society 
class, where students will think 
of sociological issues like,' 
should hospitals and families' 
be so dependent on charities'." 
she said. 
Whether the courses will suc- 
ceed in increasing community 
involvement among students is 
yet to be determined, but cer- 
tainly seats in the classes will By 
like hotcakes. 
SPRING 2004 BGX COURSES 
The courses listed below are designed for BGX stu- 
dents. These courses not only give BGX students a 
chance to further their BG experience but also to 
engage in a service learning opportunity. 
Three-Credit 
ENVS 101 M V09: Introduction to Environmental 
Studies 
POLS 110 M V06: Introduction to American 
Government 
One-Credit 
A&S 100 M V02: Philanthropy, Society and the BGSU 
Dance Marathon 
A&S 100 M V01: Environmental Issues in Northwest 
Ohio 
EDHD 300 M V03: Literacy Serve and Learn 
EDHD 300 M V06: Literacy Serve and Leam 
Variable credit 
Soc 471 M001: Applied Sociology Experience 








Today and tomorrow University 
students and faculty will be given 
the opportunity to showcase their 
research efforts at the University's 
second annual research confer- 
ence, titled: "Inquiry: The 
Foundation of Learning." 
The conference will showcase 
over 130 displays on a variety of 
topics, including issues revolving 
around math and lechnology, 
music and the ans as well as edu- 
cation. The two-day conference 
will also include seven research- 
related sessions. All sessions will 
be held in the Union and are free 
to anend. 
Research displays will be 
installed in rooms 208,222 and 
228. Displays will be on view 
today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 
on tomarrow the displays will be 
available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
The keynote address for the 
conference will be given by Dr. 
Brenda Russell, executive associ- 
ate vice chancellor for research at 
the University of Illinois-Chicago. 
Russell will discuss "The Value of 
Research", followed by an 11:30 
a.m. luncheon today in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Memorial to be 
dedicated Saturday 
The University will dedicate the 
Circle of Friends memorial on 
Saturday, Nov. 8. The memorial 
was created in honor of the six 
BGSU students who died in a car 
accident during spring break in 
2002. 
The memorial is located 
between Founders Hall — where 
the students lived at the time of 
the accident — and West Hall. 
For more information about 
the dedication, contact Deborah 
Novak, Founders Hall director, at 
419-372-2510. 
Native American 
Awareness events to 
be held 
The following events will be 
held in 207 Union today to com- 
memorate Native American 
Awareness Month: 
9:30 a.m. — Speaker Dr. Steven 
B. Pratt 
1:15-2:15 p.m. — "Columbus, 
the Pilgrims, and Other Terrorists" 
by Bobby Gonzalez 
2:35-335 am.- "The 
Southeastern Peoples and the 
Thanksgiving Myth" by lamie 
Oxendine 
3:45-4:45 pm— "Native 
American Church" by Dr. Steven 
Pratt 
5-6 run. — BGSU, BG and the 
Native Community 
7-1030 pm — Special Event 
second annual PowWtow in the 
Union Ballroom with the Mingo 
River Singers and Southeastern 
VvaterSpider 
The events are being sponsored 
by the Native American Unity 
Council, the Center for 
Multicultural and Academic 
Initiatives, the Office of Residence 
Life, the Latino Student Union, the 
School of Communication Studies 
andPepsL 
For more information about 
today's events, call 419-372-2642.. 
Abortion bill 
creates dispute 
By Ron Hutctwson 
KMIG H 1   RID 0 Ifi   NEWSPAPERS 
WASHINGTON — President 
Bush yesterday signed into law the 
first federal restriction on abortion 
in 30 years, winning cheers and 
applause from abortion oppo- 
nents at a signing ceremony that 
underscored his commitment to 
the anti-abortion movement. 
Less than an hour later, a feder- 
al judge in Nebraska partially 
blocked the law's implementa- 
tion. Other legal challenges were 
under way in New York and 
California. The U.S. Supreme 
Court struck down a similar 
Nebraska statute in 2000, and 
abortion rights activists expressed 
confidence that they would prevail 
in court again. 
At issue is a procedure that 
opponents call "partial-birth abor- 
tion," a relatively rare technique 
that involves collapsing the skull of 
a fetus that is partially out of the 
womb. Supporters say the proce- 
dure, known as "intact dilation 
and extraction." is often the safest 
way to abort a badly deformed 
fetus in the late stages of a preg- 
nancy. 
No matter what happens on the 
legal front, the bill-signing 
inflamed passions on both sides of 
the abortion issue in advance of 
next year's presidential election. 
Every citizen in 
Kentucky is 
required by 
law to take 
a bath once 
a year. 
tivgloii'uilvAi JJidly 'i'lys 
Check out the on-line Schedule of Classes, which 
is more up-to-date than the printed version. 
http://webapps.bgsu.edu/classes/search.php 
Sponsored by Advising Network 
Make us youi FIRST CHOICE ami find your FIRST CHOICE ! 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
SUMMER 04 & FALL 04 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
31* E. Wounlrr Street, Bowling Green, OH 
Located Acron From Taco ML 
RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260 
Houri- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
wwwJohniwwloverealcstatc.com 
;; ii 11   ..■_. ii ii 
WE    D£LIVERt353       7770 
lncierS 
We're known for our great 
grinders, but don't forget 
about our espressos, 
cappuccino and coffees. 
2 Soups  Daily 
4 Types of  Baked  Pasta 
<S*t    A    £.OOrV/l 
Your #1 Choice for a 
Heattny Mtiol fcS^Su 
St. 
|Wg.CiVrnder8 
ValkJ only with couoon. «»»«»»ir«»ai   I 
kNM vafld_wlfn an other offers. 1 2/31 /03. 
Catering, - Pine in - Cwiyout - Delivery - Pwty Trayg 
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LAW SOCIETY TO HOLD TRIP 
The Law Society has put together a Law School Visitation 
Trip for Nov. 11. They will be visiting Case V\festem, Akron, 
and Cleveland State. The group will be meeting with cur- 
rent students, meeting with admissions counselors, and 
sitting in on classes. Anyone that is interested should con- 
tact Alexis at alexiso@bgnetbgsu.edu or 419-353-3396. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a ljfe 
http://www.b£sii.i\luAalfniiar/iaklKldr.hlnil nH BK Pflfc     ^^^^^^^ 
8:30 a.m. 
Native American Unity Council 
Lecture 
207 Union 
9 a-m. - 6 p.m. 
Key Yearbook Senior Portrait 
Sessions 
105 Union 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Radical Line: Innovation in 
Chinese Contemporary 
Painting 
l-or more information: 
http://digitalarts.bgsu.edu/gall 
ery/current.cfm. 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
11 am. - 4 p.m. 
Mr. Blu Magic Ticket Sales 
Sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta. 
Union lobby 
Noon 
Partnerships for Community 
Action Presentation Series 
Color Me Healthy. 
PCA/CiTF. Support Grant 
Recipients report the results of 
their pilot program to confront 
health disparities in Toledo. 
378 Union 
Noon- 1:15 p.m. 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Forum: David Schoem, 
Speaker 
Lunch will be from noon- 
12:30pm and the speaker will 
begin at 12:30. 
228 Union 
1:30 -3p.m. 
Administrative Staff Council 
Meeting 
3/6 Union 
1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
Women's Research Network: 
"Street Level Prostitution in 
Ohio: Perspectives & Realities" 
Dr. Celia Williamson, Social 
Work (University of Toledo) will 
share findings from her on- 
going research illuminating the 
experiences of women 
working as street prostitutes. 
She will discuss three commu- 
nity perspectives on prostitu- 
tion, as well as the realities of 
being a street-level sex worker 
in (il no.  Included will be an 
overview of the types of 
women involved in street pros- 
titution, and their experiences 
with violence, HIV risks, drug 
addiction, pimps and emo 
tional trauma. 
107 Hanna Hall 
4-5p.m. 
Women's Dissertation Writing 
Group 
An interdisciplinary group 
open to any woman in the writ- 
ing process of her program, 
whether at the 
preliminary/comprehensive 
exam stage or the disserta 
tion/thesis stage.  Please feel 
free to join us any Thursday to 
see if this group works for you. 
Contact Maria DeRose for fur- 
ther details: 
mderose@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
107 Hanna Hall 
7-9p.m. 
Black Student Union General 
Body Meeting 
207 Union 
7- 10 p.m. 




Movie: "Das Boot" 
Masterful adventure epic illus- 
trating the hardships German 
U-boat sailors underwent dur- 
ing World War II.  Universal 
anti-war statement showing 
how eager youth rum into griz- 
zled veterans fighting to sur- 
vive the horrors of war. 
English sub-titles. 
The Gish Film Theater 
730 -10 p.m. 
The Mid-American Review 




Free and open to the public. 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
9 p.m. 
Readings and discussion with 
Lucas Gejpek and Margret 
Kreidl, writers in residence. 
A brief reading and discussion 
of the works by lucas Cejpek 
and Margret Kreidl, writers in 
residence from Vienna. This 
event is free and open to the 
public. 
209 F. Chapman 
Decrease in Middle 
East students in US. 
By Diane Carroll 
THE KANSAS CITY SUB 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. —The war 
on terrorism appears to be deter- 
ring young people from Islamic 
countries from studying in the 
United States, according to 
national figures released this 
week. 
Ihe number of Middle East 
students attending colleges and 
universities fell 10 percent last 
fall, the Institute of International 
Education reported Monday. 
In addition, more than one- 
fourth of 276 educational institu- 
tions surveyed last month 
reported significant declines this 
fall in new students from Saudi 
Arabia. Pakistan and the United 
Arab Emirates. 
The findings are predictable, 
educators say, given the crack- 
down at U.S. borders since the 
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. But they 
also are a concern, the educators 
say, because the United States 
should be building bridges with 
those countries instead of push- 
ing them away. 
"I think the United States has 
sent out a message, intentionally 
or unintentionally, to students 
from certain parts of the world 
that they are not as welcome as 
they used to be, and that is very 
unfortunate," said loe Potts, 
director of International Student 
and Scholar Services at the 
University of Kansas. 
Overall, the Institute of 
International Education's annual 
Open Doors survey showed that 
the number of international stu- 
dents studying in the United 
States slowed to a 0.6 percent 
increase last fall, compared with 
fall 2001. It was the smallest 
increase since 1995-96. 
Strong increases in students 
from India, Korea and Kenya off- 
set significant decreases from the 
Middle East. Indonesia, Thailand 
and Malaysia, said Peggy 
Hliiinenthal, the institute's vice 
president for educational ser- 
vices. 
The decreases are blamed on 
the federal government's new 
visa application process, a slug- 
gish world economy and 
increased competition for stu- 
dents from countries such as the 
United Kingdom and Australia, 
Blumenthal said. 
Last year was the first year that 
potential students faced 
stepped-up screening, 
Blumenthal said. Because sever- 
al Sept. 11 hijackers entered the 
United States on student visas, 
the U.S. government initiated 
more one-on-one interviews 
with potential students and con- 
ducted more thorough back- 
ground checks. 
"A lot of students may have 
just decided not to apply or tried 
to apply and gotten caught up in 
delays or felt uncomfortable ... 
in terms of how people would 
feel about having them on cam- 
pus," Blumenthal said. 
Tubbirf all night long 
Why did BGSU switch from semesters to quarters 
in the 1968-69 year? 
A. Switch was mandated by Ohio Board ol Regents 
B. University responded to student vote 
C. University responded to (acuity vote 
0. Allowed more time (or harvesting crops 
EficFnUIBGtlaK 
STAYIN' WARM: From left: Zak Keplinger, Kevin Weibel, Jason Babotyk, Matt Zwyer, Christoper Bruck 
and Loren Hailes participate in the Men's Chorus Hot Tub-a-thon fundraiser. The event began yester- 
day and will continue for a total of 50 hours until noon tomorrow. 
Jed's Barbeque & Brew 
TOLEDO LOCATIONS ONLY! 
Seeks SERVERS, BAR STAFF 
HOSTESSES, COOKS & 
DISHWASHERS. 
Top Wages Paid! 
Apply @ North Toledo Store: 35 E. 
Alexis Rd. (corner of Alexis & 
Telegraph) or South Toledo: 2531 S. 
Reynolds Rd. (corner of Reynolds & 
Heatherdowns) 
Come work with the best! 
FIND OUT I   Sign up for Spring 2004 
A&S 110: ARTS BGI TNSCMKtNl SMwmr. 2N4N :«S 
An exciting, new. interdisciplinary course design featuring 
collaborations among BGSU's 
Theater & Film. Music, and Art units. 
Experience Arts events first hand and up close and personal 
while exploring their importance to the community and yourscll 
. Lo* Student to Instructor ratio     |HMtfHtOT»imm:| 
• Active. interdisciplinary, experiential-based learning environment 
• Guest lectures and performances in the classroom and in venues 
located on the BGSU campus 
• Classroom teachers will be practicing artists and instructors 
representing Art. Music, and Theatre and Film 
' A&S 110 ARTS BG! is currently being reviewed for 
General Education Crcdil for Spring. 2004 
FOR MORE INFOMUITIMI: 
Contact your advisor or DALE J. YOUNG. Department of 
Theater and Film. 419-372-9466. youngd(»bgncl.bgMi cdu 
"Don't be afraid to 
cross the street" 
Every Monday thru 
Wednesday 
Captain $2.25 
BlacSr Velvet $2.00 
Sfryy $2.50 




Fit Nov. 7th 
Diamond D tee 
-Clarence's 6 Day 
Bacardi Uiii 
0 Reps Samples 




BGSU vs. Niagra 
Friday Nov. 7th 
7:00 p.m. 
BGSU Ice Arena 
StudltH Co mo TMro Pawt Ml 
Wmynm Home Power Play Period 
FmJeott Cmotmr fco ChmHitgm 
Falcon Diatancm Challenge 
For Ticket Information 1-877 BCSU Ticket 
Grand Opening November 17th 
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner menus! 
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"I've heard the term, but I don't know what 
it means." 
Presidential hopeful HOWARD DEAN, on proclaiming during his campaign 
that he's a "metrosexuaT a word used to describe a straight man in touch with his 
l< minim- side, 
(.ncwswcditunl) OPINION 
New course focuses on charity work 
It's that time again. It is time 
for all students to begin 
scheduling their courses for 
the Spring 2004 semester. This 
can be a stressful time for some 
with trying to decide which 
classes to take and then not get- 
ting one that they really wanted. 
Several courses will be added 
to the bank of classes from 
which students can choose. One 
of those courses is titled A&S 100 
M V02: Philanthropy, Society and 
the BGSU Dance Marathon'. 
Is this course really necessary? 
There is no course description 
posted in the on-line course 
descriptions catalog but, accord- 
ing to the the Dean of the 
College and Arts and Sciences, 
Donald Nieman and special pro- 
jects manager, lane Rosser, the 
course will require students to 
complete traditional assign- 
ments such as writing essays and 
class discussions. The course will 
also involve some hands-on 
learning. 
We are pleased to hear that the 
course will entail actual school 
work. The course work and its 
difficulty level is not at issue, at 
least not in this editorial. What is 
at issue the necessity of this 
course and the motives that 
resulted in its creation. 
Becoming involved in pliilan- 
thropies and other charities is a 
very admirable and noble ges- 
ture of goodwill. Sororities and 
fraternities, clubs and other 
groups on campus participate in 
charity and volunteer work 
throughout the year. 
Alpha Phi Omega, Omega Phi 
Alpha Circle K are just a few 
groups on campus that are dedi- 
cated to service. A person who 
joins these groups is normally 
driven by a desire to genuinely 
help individualsOr, at the very 
least, they enjoy volunteering 
their time 
The course, Philanthropy, 
Society and the BGSU Dance 
Marathon, may taint the motives 
of students who become 
involved in such a noble cause as 
charity work. According to 
Nieman, the course doesn't 
require the students to become 
involved in Dance Marathon, but 
it may require them to attend the 
Dance Marathon meetings 
Is this class an attempt to 
encourage participation in 
Dance Marathon? Flooding the 
campus with Dance Marathon 
advertising has worked thus far. 
However, the people who join 
the class will now have an ulteri- 
or motive, even if it is only one 
credit hour. There are some that 
believe that the class will be used 
by students to simply receive an 
"easy A." thus completely miss- 
ing the point of participating in 
charities and volunteer wort 
The creation of this course 
risks pulling people into charity 
and volunteer work by offering 
them an easy A. Maybe that is 
the purpose of the course? We 
hope not. 




As a future journalist I am 
aware of the ethical conduct in 
determining what is appropriate 
or inappropriate content for an 
editorial. We are taught not to be 
biased, but that is nearly impos- 
sible with our modem lifestyles. 
"Objectivity is completely unob- 
tainable," Dr. Dean Purdy once 
told me in my sociology class So 
I am going to try and make this 
pessimistic rant into some 
inspiring optimistic message for 
everyone who reads it. 
Upon witnessing the football 
game between our beloved 
falcons and the Redl lawks of 
Miami University Tuesday night, 
so much can be said. Most every- 
one associated with BGSU prob- 
ably believed the deck was 
stacked against us. As one of my 
friends would say, "It was like a 
bad wrestling pay per view." 
Whether it was the so called 
"poor officiating," the debacle of 
the score clock, the relaying of 
excessive and unnatural noise 
through the public address sys- 
tem, or whatever it was the out- 
come will always be document- 
ed as a Falcon loss. 
As much as 1 hate to say it, 
these fallacies cannot be solely 
blamed for BG's loss, considering 
the fact that the Falcons played a 
pretty poor game. Every team 
lias to go through this trouble- 
some lime. I low about the old 
cliche "what doesn't kill you, 
makes you stronger." Folks, I 
guarantee you, the football team 
will rebound from this experi- 
ence. 
To highlight more on ESPN 
and the MAC's notoriety, I really 
do see some positive aspects of 
the mess on Tuesday in Oxford. 
Unfortunately for the Falcons, it 
was Miami's turn to take the 
spotlight. 
Now the country has seen 
Bowling Green, Northern Illinois. 
Miami of Ohio and Toledo pull 
out major victories over top- 
notch teams, with the first three 
showcased on national televi- 
sion. Looking at Tuesday's game 
from another perspective, which 
some fail to do, people saw that 
lien Roetlilisbergerand losh 
I larris are humans and do make 
mistakes. No one is perfect. 
As for the "power surge" sup- 
posedly causing the clock mix- 
up and a possibly biased referee 
who was from Findlay (Big Ben's 
hometown) — enough is 
enough. We all can sit and delve 
into the things that frustrate us, 
but we as a university and com- 
munity must let it go and move 
on just like we did after a heart- 
breaking loss to the defending 
national champions Ohio State 
Buckeyes. 
So, the Falcons weren't averag- 
ing that many penalties per 
game this season and made 
some mental errors, losh Harris 
never could get comfortable with 
this atmosphere and the offense 
or the offensive-line's inability to 
contain an under appreciated 
Miami defense and so on and so 
forth. 
However, as tough as it will be, 
the football team will get over it 
and come back with a vengeance 
against Kent State on Nov. 15. 
Please try to look past all the 
controversy involved with the 
sport and just look at the game 
that the players are playing for 
themselves, coaches, family, 
friends and fans. Try to gain an 
understanding and appreciation 
for everything they da 
For the fans that chose to sit in 
dismay and give up hope, get 
your butts back to the Doyt for 
KSU, to Muncie for Ball State and 
to Toledo. Stay strong and always 
believe. 
For the diehards like myself 
and others, I can count on you 
guys to maintain your loyalty and 
to pass on to others your faith. I 
would also like to commend all 
the alumni and senior genera- 
tions for making the trip to 
Oxford, our overall turnout was 
impressive. 
Meanwhile, 1 know some real- 
ize a possible rematch against 
the RedHawks for the MAC 
Championship game lingers, but 
.we need to get there first — one 
game at a time. Each game 
means something in itself. 
We shall gain redemption. 
Helluva effort fellas Keep work- 
ing and playing tough. I'll always 
be there for you. 
TYLER SWORDEN 
STUDENT 
Attitude is most 
important in 
supporting team 
We hoped it would go on for- 
ever, but no football team is per- 
fect Our Bowling Green Falcons 
have suffered a devastating loss 
at the hands of the Miami 
RedHawks. The Falcons will be 
concentrating on bouncing back 
and bringing in a victory next 
week and we as fans need to do 
the same thing. 
As I walked around campus 
today all I heard was griping. 
"How could we lose?" Was one of 
the questions on people's minds, 
but more importantly, "Who can 
we blame?" 
I am ashamed to say that I 
joined a few of these conversa- 
tions. 1 bad-mouthed perfor- 
mances and did anything to try 
to explain how an ugly game like 
that came to be. However, I real- 
ized that it is easy to talk bad 
about a team when they are on 
TV dropping passes or losing the 
ball, but these people are real 
people. They are our fellow stu- 
dents and friends. 
I saw this same kind of attitude 
last year when Northern Illinois 
handed us our first loss The very 
next game the fan base col- 
lapsed; we lost faith in our team, 
and they lost faith in themselves 
dropping the majority of their 
remaining games. 
If we want to avoid another 
breakdown like we had last year 
we need to get out there next 
week and support our team like 
we did when they were undefeat- 
ed. A season does not become 
useless after one loss 
There is still a lot of football to 
be played in this conference, and 
though there are no ESPN2 TV 
cameras and famous commenta- 
tors next weekend; I urge stu- 
dents to show our team that they 
still have the support they need 
by packing Doyt Perry stadium 




ON THE STREET 
What is your opinion 
of the new class: 
Philanthropy, Society 





"Why do we need a 
class for that?" 
ASHLEIGH MAYER 
JUNIOR, BUSINESS 
"Sounds like an 'A.'" 
Wanna know something strange? 
Odds of being killed in a plane crash-1 in 25 million 




"It sounds like a good 
idea, if that's what 





"It's good. It gives peo- 
ple a chance to broad- 
en their horizons and 
become involved." 
Church succumbed 




I read the column in 
Wednesday's paper, "Sexual 
Orientation of Anglican Bishop 
should not be an Issue" I agree. 
Sunday was a big day for 
Christianity, being that the first 
openly gay Episcopal Bishop 
was instated. But what did it 
really mark? What did it really 
stand for? A big day for toler- 
ance? I only saw the church suc- 
cumbing to tremendous social 
pressure; caving under the 
heavy weight of public opinion. 
Mr. Powell used scripture to 
try to show how old and outdat- 
ed — even irrelevant — the 
Bible is becoming, using exam- 
ples of sexual discrimination, 
parents killing their children 
and slavery. You did a good job 
of pointing out some crazy stuff. 
Stuff that most people wouldn't 
have ever known about the 
Bible. However, in the process of 
all this, you took the Bible at 
face value. 
You even went so far as to say 
that Christians are wrong to 
believe in the Bible, because we 
don't believe in all of the "archa- 
ic teachings" that have been 
passed down over the years. I 
have a question. Since when 
does the validity of my beliefs 
hinge upon my acceptance of 
all other beliefs? Why must all 
archaic teachings be true if one 
is true? I disagree with you. 
An eternal God wrote the 
Bible. He saw the end before He 
saw the beginning. He put those 
Scriptures that you used in 
there for a reason. One of the 
things that the Scriptures show 
is how things were before lesus 
came. 
What you didn't say was that 
those Scriptures that you used 
became void when Jesus died 
on the cross for you and 1. All of 
those old laws were made under 
this thing called the "old 
covenant." When lesus came, he 
made a new covenant with 
mankind, and this new 
covenant replaced the former. 
He died so that we wouldn't 
have to live by those old 
covenant conditions and laws 
anymore. They are still in the 
Bible today to remind us of His 
mercy and sacrifice. Now, 
because of His sacrifice, we can 
live by the life of Christ — and 
Christ loved everyone 
You used the Scripture, but 
you failed to capture the 
essence of the Bible, of the new 
covenant. The essence of the 
new covenant is love. 
I will agree with you when 
you say that the modem church 
handles homosexuality the 
wrong way. How did you put it? 
"It threatens to split the Church 
in half?" That is because we lost 
sight of that love somewhere 
along the line. That is one of the 
biggest shames of all, but keep 
in mind that the Church is still 
human, and makes mistakes 
There are those Christians 
who have a problem with 
homosexuality. I know that I 
struggle with the issue. Are we 
so wrong for following what our 
hearts tell us? At any rate, we 
can't be any more wrong than 
those whose hearts are telling 
them that homosexuality is 
right. 
That being the case, who are 
you to pass judgment on the 
convictions of those Christians 
who do have a problem with it? 
I didn't see any judgment in 
your article for those who don't. 
The big question is why does 
Christianity have to conform? 
Why is there this pressure to 
make our convictions more 
socially acceptable? 
As I read your opinion, I think 
I figured it out Society, for all of 
the tolerance that it claims to 
boast, doesn't tolerate 
Christianity any more. The 
proof is in your article. 
When we cling to the Bible, 
we are being "unfair," because 
we "selectively believe" it and 
nothing else. We are unfair 
because we choose to believe in 
that ancient text. 
However, society claims that 
people can believe whatever 
they want to. If that's true, why 
the label? Why cant we selec- 
tively believe that the Bible is as 
true today as it was the day it 
was created? Why do we need 
an article like this to tell us that 
we are wrong — to tell us to 
"move forward?" That's a double 
standard. Looks like society 
itself is being unfair. 
Do you have an opinion that you 
would like to express? 
Send all opinions to: thenews@bgnews.com 
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DEAN DEALS CONTROVERSIAL STATEMENT 
MANCHESTER, N.H. — Howard Dean, trying to quell a politically 
damaging flap over the Confederate flag, said yesterday he regretted "the 
pain that 1 may have caused" by urging Democrats to penalize 
Southerners who display the symbol of the Confederacy. 
The Democratic presidential candidate stopped short of apologizing, 
however, as he vowed not to shirk from "difficult and painful" discus- 
sions about race relations that have created a schism for generations. 
"Feelings will be hurt." Dean said as rivals accused him of saying too lit- 
tle, too late. 
wvAv.bKnews.com/nation 
NATION 
Sniper's DNA linked to rifle sight 
By Matthew Barakat 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
VIRGINIA BEACH. Va. — lohn 
Allen Muhammad's DNA was 
conclusively linked to a rifle sight 
found in the car believed to have 
been used in last year's sniper 
attacks, an FBI expert testified 
yesterday. 
The sight was detached from 
the rifle when it was found, said 
the expert, Brendan Shea. He 
would not say with certainty that 
DNA collected from the rifle itself 
was Muhammad's but testified 
there was a "high likelihood'' that 
it was. 
The DNA of Muhammad's co- 
defendant, Lee Boyd Malvo, was 
found on the rifle in several loca- 
tions to the exclusion of anyone 
else, Shea testified. 
Malvo's fingerprints also were 
found on the rifle, but the prints 
were not in a position consistent 
with someone firing the weapon, 
a fingerprint expert testified earli- 
er yesterday. 
Charles Colman of the ATF said 
he found prints from Malvo's left 
ring finger and palm on the rifle, 
but found none of Muhammad's 
prints. Malvo's prints were on the 
weapon in such a manner that he 
would have been holding it 
upside down at the time. Colman 
said. 
"It wasn't any type of firing 
position," he said. 
It has long been known that 
only Malvo's prints were found on 
the weapon, but there had been 
no previous public discussion 
about the position of the prints. 
Prosecutors have argued it is 
irrelevant who actually fired the 
weapon, portraying Muhammad 
as the "instigator and moving 
spirit" behind the shootings cen- 
tered in the Washington, D.C., 
area. 
Defense lawyers have argued 
that identifying the triggerman is 
crucial in determining whether 
Muhammad is eligible for the 
death penalty. 
The jury also heard testimony 
yesterday about the contents of a 
laptop computer found in 
Muhammad's car when he was 
arrested. 
Maps of six shooting scenes 
were marked with skull-and- 
crossbones icons, said FBI com- 
puter expert lohn Hair. A caption 
next to the symbol marking the 
slaying of FBI analyst Linda 
Franklin included the words 
"Good one." 
Malvo has admitted firing the 
shots in many of the 16 attacks, 
but Malvo's lawyers say their 
client gave a false confession to 
protect Muhammad. 
FBI fingerprint expert Mitchell 
Hollars said that he found Malvo's 
fingerprints on items left behind 
at a Sept. 21, 2002, shooting in 
Montgomery, Ala., and an Oct. 19 
shooting in Ashland. He said he 
found Muhammad's fingerprints 
only on (wo items that had been 
in Muhammad's        car. 
Muhammad's fingerprints were 
also found on a map book found 
at the scene of the Oct. 9 shooting 
of Dean Harold Meyers near 
Manassas. 
Muhammad is on trial for that 
shooting. 
In other testimony, a third 
prosecution witness said chemi- 
cal residue found in the trunk of 
Muhammad's car suggests the 
gunman fired from inside the 
compartment. 
Edward Bender, a forensic 
chemist for the U.S. Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives, said nitroglycerine 
and other chemical residues were 
"consistent with a firearm being 
fired inside the trunk." 
Prosecutors began the forensic 
pan of their case against 
Muhammad yesterday after 21/2 
weeks of presenting evidence of 
the shootings and detailing the 
arrests of Muhammad and Malvo 
on Oct. 24, 2002, at a rest stop in 
Maryland. 
They introduced evidence in 
shootings in Maryland, Virginia, 
Alabama, Louisiana and 
Washington in an effort to show 
that Muhammad had a role in 
multiple slayings and terrorized 
the public — necessary condi- 
tions for the two death penalty 
charges against him in Virginia. 
Another file on the laptop con- 
tained text that was apparently 
designed to be telephone dia- 
logue with the police. It included 
the code words "Call Me God" 
and the following instructions: 
"We are offering you a way out. 
These are our terms. You will pre- 
pare 5 mill'on dollars and place it 
in this account..." 
Previous testimony has indi- 
cated that the snipers sought a 
$10 million payment in exchange 
for an end to the shooting spree. 
There is no evidence that the text 
found in the computer was ever 
uttered to police. 
The file was created eight days 
before a note demanding $10 
million was left at the scene of a 
shooting in Ashland, Va. 
ClrtowSunrtiAPPtioto 
BOSTON SHOOTING: Boston Police officers walk around the Dudley Square bus station in Boston's 
Roxbury neighborhood, where a shooting took place yesterday. One person was killed and four others 
were wounded in the incident. A suspect has been arrested for the shooting. 
Shooting at Boston 
bus station kills one 
By Bipasha Ray 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BOSTON—A shooting at a city 
bus station yesterday killed one 
person, wounded four others and 
sent bystanders screaming and 
running for cover. Mice said a 
gunman was arrested. 
Boston Police Superintendent 
lames Hussey said the shooting 
appeared to be random. He said it 
started outside a convenience 
store near the Dudley Square bus 
station in Boston's Roxbury 
neighborhood, then ended up 
inside the station. 
The gunman "continued into 
the station and our officers wres- 
tled him to the ground," he said. 
Police said one man, believed 
to be in his 50s, was killed in the 
shooting. Three of the wounded 
had non-life-threatening injuries, 
and one was in critical condition, 
Hussey said. The victims' identi- 
ties were not immediately 
released. 
Police identified the suspect as 
I .in ui Tillery, 34, of the Roxbury 
neighborhood. Hussey said 
police were familiar with him. 
Tillery was scheduled to be 
arraigned Thursday on charges 
including murder, said Suffolk 
County District Attorney 
spokesman David Procopio. He 
has a pending case for possession 
of a handgun, and also is named 
on arrest warrants for three bank 
robberies in luly, Procopio said. 
A firearm was recovered, but 
police did not immediately dis- 
close the type of weapon. 
Luis Santana, 48, who works at 
loe's Famous Steak Sub shop near 
the bus station, said he heard five 
shots shortly after 3 p.m. He saw 
panicked bystanders running 
into the shop for cover. 
"1 heard the first shot and then 
heard four others but that's it. I 
didn't go outside," he said. 
"People were running every- 
where, screaming." 
Hospital accident leaves woman dead 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BOSTON  —   Brigham and 
Wfomen's Hospital has stopped 
performing a type of stomach- 
stapling surgery after a staple gun 
apparently misfired during an 
operation and the patient died. 
officials said yesterday. 
Chief medical officer Andy 
Whittemore said the hospital is 
reviewing all factors that may 
have contributed to the death last 
month of Ann Marie Simonelli, 
including the staple gun. 
"In the meantime, there are 
HYDROPONICS is the answer 
A    to your winter 
iJjg£ gardening blues! 
— Kind a wide selection of products and services at the new 
Caiefnx Garden Cefflcr for east gardening year round, on 
your deck, patio, living room, basement, garage or green- 
house - with a minimum of space, lise the latest technology 
to grow safer, better quality, hydroponic and organically grown 
produce. Over S.OOOsq. feet of imenlory conveniently located within 
one mile of (he 1-76 & 1-71 interchange just off State Route V 
Carefree Garden Center, 
CropKing Inc.* 5050 Greenwich Kcl  • Seville, OH 44273 
(800)555-203!• (330) 769-2002 
www.carefreegarden.com 





Get your Flu Shot at 
the Library 
\s"     NOV. 7 
12:00pm - 2:00pm 
Pallister Room 
STUDENTS:   Cost $10 
Must have your Student ID 
FACULTY AND STAFF: 
Cost $17 
Must have your BGSU ID 
All payable by cash, 
check or bursar. 
few words available to define our 
sorrow," Whittemore said in a 
statement. 
Simonelli, 38, died at the hospi- 
tal Oct. 23, two days after trying to 
combat obesity by having her 
stomach stapled in a laparoscop- 
ic procedure, which involves a 
small incision and a scope that 
lets the surgeon look inside. The 
procedure differs from open gas- 
tric bypass, which requires a large 
incision. 
Hospital spokesman Vincent 
Petrini said laparoscopic proce- 
dures would be halted during the 
review. The misfiring equipment 
was reported to the Food and 
Drug Administration, Petrini 
said. 
Dr. David Lautz, who per- 
formed the operation, has not 
been disciplined. He did not 
immediately return a call for 
comment yesterday. 
Brigham and Women's 
Hospital performs 100 to 200 gas- 
tric bypass surgeries a year, 
according to the state 
v C&»      Need a place to 
next semester"? 
We are now /easing for Spring 2POH 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
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U.S. HUNTS FOR TERRORISTS IN SOMALIA 
MOGADISHU, Somalia— At least four al-Qaida terrorist sus- 
pects are in Somalia, Kenyan officials and U.N. experts say, and 
Americans are trying to capture them in a country without an 
effective central government for more than a decade, officials 
and gunmen told The Associated Press. 
U.S. agents have recruited a network of informants who keep 
an eye out for suspected terrorists, according to a Western 
security official and several prominent Somalis. 
www.b2news.com/world 
WORLD 
Sri Lanka works to focus on peace 
By Shimali Senanayake 
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS 
COLOMBO, Sri I-arika— Sri 
Lanka's crisis deepened yesterday 
as the president declared a state 
of emergency giving her sweep- 
ing powers, and her rival met 
with President Bush and said the 
power grab would not derail 
efforts to end 20 years of civil war. 
Aides insisted President 
Chandrika Kumaratunga would- 
n't resume fighting theTamilTiger 
rebels, a conflict that is at the root 
of her feud with Prime Minister 
Ranil Wickremesinghe. 
Kumaratunga believes the prime 
minister has been too soft on the 
rebels. 
After meeting Bush yesterday 
in Washington, Wickremesinghe 
downplayed the developments in 
Sri Lanka, a country of 19 million 
off the southern coast of India. 
"This is part of Sri Lankan poli- 
tics," he said. "For 25 years we 
have had these ups and downs." 
He added that he had the sup- 
port of a majority of Parliament 
and that he would get the peace 
process back on track. 
"When I go back I will sort it 
out," he said. 
Ahead of the meeting, Scott 
McClennen, White House press 
secretary Scott McClellan said: 
"The United States strongly sup- 
ports the peace process and 
strong democratic institutions in 
Sri Lanka." 
In Jaffna, the main city in the 
Tamil-dominated north, worried 
residents lined up outside stores 
and gas stations to stock up on 
food, fuel and other supplies. 
Both the government and rebels 
put some of ihcir forces on alert. 
The crisis was ignited Tuesday 
— while the prime minister was 
in the United States — when 
Kumaratunga fired three, key 
ministers who have been instru- 
mental in the government's 
peace efforts, suspended 
Parliament for two weeks and 
deployed troops in the capital. 
Yesterday she imposed a state 
of emergency to "take stock of the 
security situation,'' presidential 
aide Eric Fernando told The 
Associated Press The emergency 
order would take effect at mid- 
night, Fernando said. 
The laws give broad power to 
the military — controlled by 
Kumaratunga — to make arrests, 
interrogate suspects and search 
houses at will. They also give the 
president lawmaking powers and 
allow for censorship of the media. 
Wickremesinghe's supporters 
quickly struck back. Yesterday, 
more than half the country's par- 
liamentarians pledged support 
for him and rejected the firings. 
"We have full faith in the prime 
minister," Labor Minister 
Mahinda Samarasinghe told 
reporters, quoting from a letter 
signed by 124 of the country's 225 
members of Parliament. 
The Tamil Tigers, a secretive, 
ruthless rebel army that has taken 
control of wide swaths of north- 
eastern Sri Lanka, has said little 
since the crisis began. 
TamilNet, a Web site that often 
reflects the Tigers' views, said 
Tuesday that "prospects for end- 
ing the conflict |have| dimmed." 
But the emergency order was 
certain to infuriate the rebels, 
whose 20-year-war for indepen- 
dence — now 20 months into a 
cease-fire — has killed 65,000 
people. 
Emergency laws were also 
imposed at the outbreak of the 
war and dropped in 2001. They 
were used to question and detain 
thousands of people suspected of 
links to the rebels. 
"It brings back chilling memo- 
ries of some horrific times that we 
thought were well in the past," 
said Sritheran Ramasamy, aTamil 
working in the capital, Colombo. 
Eranga layawardeni AP Photo 
PEACE: Sri Lankan Finance Prime Minister K.N. Choksy speaks to the media during a news conference 
yesterday. Despite the declaration of a state of emergency, Sri Lankan officials insisted their country will 
not restart a 20-year civil war. 
US. military intelligence lacking in Iraq 
By lames Kuhnhenn and John 
Walcott 
KMIQHT BIDDER NEWSPAPERS 
WASHINGTON—Two key 
Republican senators want the 
Bush administration to explain 
U.S. intelligence failings in Iraq 
that they say are endangering 
American troops and contribut- 
ing to the rising death toll there. 
Sea Pat Roberts of Kansas, the 
chairman of the Senate 
Intelligence Committee and Sen. 
lohn Warner of Virginia, the 
chairman of the Senate Armed 
Services Committee, are plan- 
ning to hold Senate hearings to 
examine the performance of mil- 
itary intelligence in postwar Iraq. 
"I'm very concerned about it," 
Roberts said in an interview. 
"We're not going to win this anti- 
guerrilla fight without better 
intelligence, I don't think it's up 
to par. It's costing us lives We 
can't tell the good guys from the 
bad guys- 
Warner said he and Roberts 
will determine which of their 
committees will direct the hear- 
ings. Warner sits on Roberts' 
committee and  Roberts is  a 
i> There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. workingrE 
«> woman will earn more than her husband.     <] 
member of Warner's panel. 
Roberts has drawn criticism 
from Democrats for limiting his 
panel's probes so far into prewar 
intelligence failings and not 
investigating whether policy- 
makers—including President 
Bush and Vice President Cheney 
—misused intelligence. Warner's 
committee also has broad 
authority to probe. 
"I intend to look at it and he 
does, too," Warner said. "The 
main thing is that our troops are 
in danger night and day over 
there and are highly dependent 
on intelligence. I think it's of suffi- 
cient seriousness that we're mov- 
ing on setting [hearings: up right 
now." 
The senators' misgivings shine 
a spotlight on failures in Iraq just 
as the Bush administration is try- 
ing to focus public attention on 
postwar successes, such as the 
restoration of electricity and 
schools The push to examine 
current intelligence gathering 
was driven, in part, by an internal 
Army report this month that cited 
U.S. military intelligence failures 
in directing and training intelli- 
gence specialists in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 
The report by the Center for 
Army Lessons Learned at Ft. 
Leavenworth, Kan., found that 
intelligence teams produced only 
one-fourth of the daily reports 
expected from them. The study, 
first reported by The Washington 
Post, also found that unmanned 
aerial vehicles, while useful dur- 
ing combat, were "limited during 
stability operations." In one 
instance, an unmanned plane 
was used to locate buried planes 
and to monitor a safe house, not 
to detect whoever was attacking 
U.S. troops. 
L. Paul Bremer, the top U.S. 
official in Iraq, on Sunday 
acknowledged that intelligence 
training and the use of technolo- 
gy could improve in Iraq. He said 
the United States has increased 
the number of specialists con- 
ducting counterterrorism intelli- 
gence. "That has begun to pay 
off," he said on Fox News. 
But the Army report noted that 
members of tactical intelligence 
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teams, whose job is to build rap- 
port with the local population, 
were at times participating in 
raids and "door kicking" opera- 
tions "Putting them on a door- 
kicker team ruins that rapport 
and i i ii 'i i ■ would be no advantage 
to them collecting information," 
the report said. 
Intelligence services are also 
woefully lacking in interpreters, 
the report said. Most military lin- 
guists in Iraq and Afghanistan, it 
said, have the lowest language 
rating—"which basically gives 
them the ability to tell the differ- 
ence between a burro and a bur- 
rito." 
Senior military officials said the 
attacks underscore how much 
administration officials have 
underestimated the enemy in 
Iraq and overestimated U.S. high 
technology. 
Now, said one senior official 
who spoke on condition of 
anonymity, Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld is trying to 
blame current problems on the 
CIA. which has 280 officers in 
Iraq, although there are 130,000 
Defense Department personnel 
there, including more than 1,000 
military intelligence officers. 
"It's not the agency," Roberts 
said, referring to the CIA. "It's the 
DIA (Defense Intelligence 
Agency) and the services." 
Neither the CIA nor military 
intelligence, however, has had 
significant success penetrating 
the ranks of Saddam loyalists, for- 
eign fighters, militant Shiite 
Muslims or common criminals 
who are mounting the attacks, 
the senior officials said, and the 
latest military technology being 
sent to Iraq isn't likely to turn the 
tide. 
"Maybe some of these gizmos 
can tell where people are hiding, 
but so far as I know, none of them 
can tell the difference between a 
civilian with a water bucket and a 
guy in civilian clothes with an 
RPG," or rocket-propelled 
grenade, said one official. "And 
none of them can tell what target 
they're going to try to hit next To 
do that, you need to recruit spies, 
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BEREA, Ohio (AP) — The 
Cleveland Browns activated 
fullback R.l. Bowers on 
Wednesday and placed tight 
end Chad Mustard on the 
practice squad. 
Bowers had been on the 
non-football injury list with a 
knee injury. Coach Butch 
Davis said Bowers will play 
special teams and possibly 
participate in some blocking 
schemes on offense. 
The Browns also released 
offensive lineman Ben Claxton 




FOOTBALL FALCONS HURT BY NUMEROUS TURNOVERS; R\GE8 
(D KEVIN SHIELDS Sports Reporter 
The Falcon youth have played a 
big role in the season so far for BG, 
who are currently tied for sixth in 
theCCHA. 
None have been bigger so far 
than freshman forward Rich 
Meloche and his four goals on the 
year. 
This past weekend, Meloche 
scored two goals and tallied an 
assist in a big series against 
Miami. 
He got an assist in Fridays 4-1 
win and scored the last two goals 
in Saturday's game to bring the 
Falcons back from a 4-0 deficit lo 
tie at 4-4. Aside from the two 
goals, he created many other 
opportunities and chances in the 
games like he has all year. 
Currently, his four goals are top on 
the team and he is third in points 
with five. 
Forward Brett Pilkington talks 
about his teammate and how his 
willingness to learn has really 
helped his game. 
"The biggest thing about Rich 
Meloche is he is willing to leam 
and doesn't think he is better than 
anyone else," Pilkington said. "He 
just wants to leam from everyone 
and become the best player he 
can be. You can tell that is hap- 
pening through the first few weeks 
of the season here and the 
improvements he has made." 
Meloche is only 5'9, but plays 
like he is 6'4 and can be physical 
on the ice and create plays with 
his strength. He originates from 
Oakville, Ontario where he 
attended Loyola High School and 
played in the Ontario Provincial 
junior "A" League. 
In the league, he scored 105 
points in only 49 games and led 
his team the Milton Merchants to 
the West Division title. He finished 
third in the league in points and 
had 49 goals along with 56 assists 
in helping his team to a record of 
41-6-1. In addition, he made the 
league All-Star team and finished 
second in play-off scoring 
Meloche was able to score his 
first goal as a Falcon in the team's 
first weekend of the season at 
Northern Michigan in a rally that 
fell short in the end. He and his 
teammates are coming together 
well as a team now along with cre- 
ating more shots on net this year. 
He commented on how he and 
his team want to be talked about 
around the league this year along 
with creating more offense 
"We want to be a team this sea- 
son that people talk about, as 
opposed to us hearing about 
other teams," Meloche said. "The 
league this year is pretty defensive 
and we've played well enough to 
win most the games we've played 
this year. We know we have to 
keep getting better and creating 
plays like we have recently." 
Meloche and his teammates 
will take to the ice this Friday at 
the BG Ice Arena against Niagara 
at 7.05 p.m. Come check out this 
new talent and his teammates as 
they will look to keep progressing 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Falcons upset EMU 
By Zach fiaher 
SPOUTS EDITOR 
On Tuesday, the women's soc- 
cer team did something that had 
never been donebefore. 
In beating Eastern Michigan, 
they became the first team to 
knock off a number one seed in 
the first round in Mid-American 
Conference postseason history. 
In what turned out to be a day 
of upsets, BG topped Eastern 
Michigan 2-1, and will now face 
Central Michigan on Friday with 
a trip to the MAC finals on the 
line. 
Falcon coach Andy Richards 
said that he was happy, but not 
necessarily surprised at the out- 
come. 
"It was a huge success," 
Richards said. "If there was a 
team that was going to knock 
them off, I thought it was going 
to be us because of the way we 
have played against them." 
In order to get the win, the 
Falcons—as they have had to do 
in recent weeks—were forced to 
overcome a deficit. They would 
also need a goal from Samantha 
Meister to give them the lead late 
in the contest and propel them 
to victory. 
Meister's goal at 64:13 that 
gave the Falcons a 2-1 lead and 
put them on the verge of victory. 
It was the second straight 
must win game in which Meister 
scored the winning goal. In the 
final game of the Mid-American 
Conference regular season, it 
was Meister's overtime goal that 
gave BG a 2-1 win over Marshall 
and secured them a spot in the 
postseason. Richards said that 
Meister has been consistent all 
season, and is always looking to 
get better. 
"She's extremely coachable," 
Richards said. "Sam is always 
trying to make improvements in 
her game." 
Meister also gives the Falcons 
two major offensive threats. 
Christy Coppes and Meister 
combined for 19 goals on the 
season. Richards said having the 
two of them makes preparation 
difficult for opponents. 
"There's a lot of teams where 
you say you have to focus in on 
one player who can score goals," 
Richards said. "It's not like that 
with us." 
The Falcons fell behind right 
before the end of the first, but 
were able to respond as the sec- 
ond half began. Leah Eggleton, 
who scored her first goal of the 
season on Friday against Ohio 
State, scored four and a half min- 
utes into the half and BG had 
tied the game. 
Richards said that Eggleton, 
who has had two deal with 
injuries this season, is finally 
healthy and is having a strong 
end to the season. 
"Leah is really playing very 
well for us," Richards said. "She's 
a terrific player." 
The game would remain tied 
for another 15 minutes, before 
Meister's goal closed the scoring 
and sent BG to the second 
round. 
Last week, Richards said that if 
the Falcons played the way they 
did on Friday against Ohio State, 
they would have a good chance. 
After the win, he said the game 
was similar to last week. 
"It had a lot of the same ele- 
ments," Richards said. "We came 
back   very  quickly   in  both 
games. 
The win means that BG will 
now travel to Kalamazoo to take 
on Central Michigan tomorrow 
at 11 am. 
Richards said that BG is in a 
better position to move deeper 
into the tournament than a year 
ago. 
Yesterday marked the one year 
anniversary of Leslie Dawleys 
death. Last year, Richards said, 
the Falcons dealt with too much 
adversity to go any further in the 
playoffs after knocking off 
Buffalo 
"It was all this team could do 
to beat Buffalo last year," 
Richards said. "It's a lot different 
this year, hopefully we can go on 
and get to the MAC final." 
SNEAK PREVIEW Cincy running 
game slows down 
B«n Smmer BG News 
1UMP SHOT: Falcon Forward Ronald Lewis puts up a shot in last's night's exhibition game against 
Howard Pulley in Anderson Arena. Lewis led the Falcons with 20 points as they defeated Howard Pulley 
89-81. Last night was the lone exhibition game for the Falcons, who open their season on Nov. 21 
against Urbana. 
By** Kay 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CINCINNATI —Through their 
dismal dozen years, the 
Cincinnati Bengals could be 
counted on to do two things: run 
the ball and lose the game. 
They're no longer a sure bet to 
lose. They're no longer a sure bet 
to run, either. 
One of the NFLs most depend- 
able running games has gone 
belly-up just as the Bengals (3-5) 
start to move away from their 
sad-sack ways. With Corey Dillon 
slowed by a pulled groin, 
Cincinnati has turned into a one- 
dimensional team. 
The offensive line is deter- 
mined to change it this week. 
During a meeting of the 
offense yesterday, right tackle 
Willie Anderson urged his team- 
mates to get back to doing the lit- 
tle things right so the running 
game gets moving again. 
Heading into their game 
Sunday against Houston (3-5), 
the Bengals are rushing for an 
average of only 85.5 yards per 
game, second-worst in the 
league. During a 17-14 loss in 
Arizona last Sunday, they ran the 
ball only 19 times and threw it 38 
times. 
"We have to get our coaching 
staff confidence to keep calling 
running plays," Anderson said. "If 
we don't give them the confi- 
dence, we're not going to run it 
enough and we're going to have 
what we had Sunday." 
They may have to attempt the 
turnaround without a healthy 
Dillon, who strained his groin 
while making a cut during the 
third game of the season and 
hasn't fully recovered. 
Dillon missed one game 
because of the injury and anoth- 
er because he was involved in an 
auto accident on his way to a 
game. He also had to come out of 
several others because he was so 
limited. 
He earned only seven times for 
five yards at Arizona, and didn't 
play in the second half because 
the groin tightened. Dillon, one 
of only four NFL runners to top 
1,000 yards in each of his first six 
seasons, has 208 yards at the 
halfway point 
"We had the running game 
going last year," tight end Matt 
Schobel said. "We've had the 
passing game going in situations, 
and we've had flashes this year 
where we had the running game 
going Once we have that bal- 
ance, it's going to be tougher to 
stop us." 
Coach Marvin Lewis wants the 
offensive line and tight ends to do 
a better job creating space for 
Dillon, who hasn't been able to 
cut as effectively. 
"I think Corey feels as good as 
he has in a few weeks," Lewis 
said. "I wouldn't say he's 100 per- 
cent We have to do a better job of 
providing Corey some area to run 
in. Also, you know that people get 
jacked up to play Corey. We have 
to find a way to get some space 
for Corey to get started in." 
Dillon surprised his team- 
mates by insisting two weeks ago 
that he feels unappreciated in 
Cincinnati and wants out They 
don't seem to be holding it 
against him. 
"We know this guy comes to 
work and on Sunday he runs 
hard, and in the past that has 
ignited us," Anderson said 
Ruggers advance to final four 
By lames Kuper 
C0EST REPORIC R 
The BGSU rugby team won 
their Final tune-up before 
entering the final rounds of 
the Midwest playoffs. The 
Falcon ruggers took a triple- 
header from the University of 
Wisconsin Stevens Point with 
scores of 34- 5, 14-0 and 10- 
5. 
After victories in the prelim- 
inary rounds of the Midwest 
regional over Pittsburgh and 
Miami, BG enters the semi- 
finals of the playoffs with a 
match at 3:15 p.m. on 
Saturday against the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 
in Columbus. Ohio State takes 
on Purdue in the other semi- 
final. 
With the playoffs having 
been dominated by teams 
from the eastern half of the 
Midwest for over a decade, 
Stout makes for a true wild 
card entry. 
"Ohio State, Penn State, us, 
and Indiana have kind of 
owned the final four for quite a 
while," BG coach Roger 
Mazzarella said. "I'm kind of 
interested to see what they 
bring to the table. 1 remember 
when we were a young and 
hungry team like Stout. 
Indiana stood in our way back 
then. It doesn't take much in 
the way of complacency to 
'become yesterday's news." 
It only took the opening 
kickoff to make Stevens Point 
yesterday's news on Saturday. 
BG's Alex Demma recovered 
the opening kickoff to set up a 
scrum deep in Point territory. 
Halfback Sam Pietrangelo 
recovered Rob Pace's hooked 
ball and fed fullback Matt 
Johnston a behind-the-back 
pass as Johnston streaked 
down the sideline for a try. 
With Johnston's conversion 
kick it was essentially game, 
set, match and a point differ- 
ential that Point couldn't over- 
come. 
Johnston later added a 
penalty field goal and wing 
Chad Cunnigan danced 
through fifty yards of Stevens 
Point defenders before touch- 
ing down in the corner to give 
BGal5-0halftimelead. 
The second half belonged to 
BG flanker Alex Demma. 
Taking the second half kick- 
off, he raced 75 yards 
untouched for a try and put 
the game out of reach for 
Stevens Point. The Falcon for- 
wards took control of the 
remainder of the match as 
Demma completed his hat- 
trick with his second and third 
tries of the afternoon. 
Johnston converted twice as 
BG won 34 - 5. 
In the second match wing 
Kyle Sitzes and eight man 
Gordon Kropp scored tries 
and fly half Derek Imes con- 
verted both in the 14-0 victory. 
BG took the third match as 
well by a 10 - 5 score. Eight 
Chuck Fiala scored BG's only 
try and Imes landed a conver- 
sion and penaty field goal. 
BG, now 31-5, will travel to 
Columbus to take on 
Wisconsin in a first ever meet- 
ing of the two teams at the 
Midwest regional finals. 
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Turnovers key to Falcon loss 
By Zach Baker 
SPORTS EDITOR 
It all came down to turnovers. 
In Tuesday's 33-10 loss to 
Miami University, the football 
team fumbled five times and lost 
four of them. This, combined 
with struggles on both sides of 
the ball, led to BG's first confer- 
ence loss of the season. 
It came down to a lack of exe- 
cution on our pan, and of course, 
turnovers," coach Gregg Brandon 
said after the game. "Turnovers 
will kill you every time." 
The turnovers thwarted BG 
drives on both sides of the field, 
and were a big reason why the 
team had only seven points at the 
half. 
On it's second drive, BG moved 
the ball to the ItedHawk 15. After 
consecutive runs by |osh Harris 
put in Falcons in a third and 11 
situation, BG looked to pass the 
ball. 
But Harris was hit while trying 
to find a receiver, and lost the ball. 
Miami defensive lineman Phil 
Smith recovered. 
Brandon said that the Falcons 
inability to score put pressure on 
the BG defense. 
"We moved the ball pretty well 
at times in the first half," Brandon 
said. "But we couldn't convert, 
couldn't score, and you can't do 
that against IBenl Roethlisberger. 
You can't get behind and expect 
your defense to keep bailing you 
out." 
The Falcon defense would 
force a RedHawk turnover a few 
plays later, but BG was unable to 
come away with points. 
Miami would score a touch- 
down, and on the ensuing kick- 
off, the Falcons would turn the 
ball over again. 
lanssen Patton returned the 
kickoff to the Falcon 20, but fum- 
bled the ball and the RedHawks 
recovered, and eventually got a 
field goal to take a 10-0 lead. 
It was one of many special 
team miscues on the night. Sean 
Suisham missed a 22-yard field 
goal, and Ryne Robinson set up 
Miami's first touchdown with a 
25-yard punt return to the Falcon 
32, 
"Special teams hurt us," 
Brandon said. 
In the second half, Miami 
began to take control of the 
game, scoring a touchdown on its 
first drive and taking a 17-7 lead. 
Later in the third, Harris fum- 
bled for the second time, trying to 
throw a pass on a third down and 
long. Miami would recover the 
ball, which ricochet to the Falcon 
30. 
Miami would capitalize, dri- 
ving 30 yards to take a 24-7 lead. 
BG would fumble once more 
before the game ended. 
"We didn't take care of the foot- 
ball, which is uncharacteristic of 
us," Brandon said."... We have to 
find a way to create more 
turnovers, and then take care of 
the football." 
BG will play Kent State a week 
from Saturday at Doyt Perry 
Stadium. 
Ben Smnjer BG News 
GOING DOWN: Falcon runningback PJ. Pope gets hit by Miami's Matt Pusateri during Tuesday night's 
game. BG's four turnovers played a key role in the RedHawks 33-10 victory over the Falcons. 
Cavs fans eager to see LeBron play 
Marti Duncan AP Photo 
DAY ONE: Cleveland Cavaliers LeBron James is chased by Milwaukee Bucks Toni Kukoc during a pre- 
season game in October. James made his Gund Arena debut last night. 
By Connie Mabin 
IME ASSOCIATE0 PRESS 
CLEVELAND — For Dave 
lingo, the clock couldn't move 
fast enough yesterday afternoon. 
He couldn't wait for the hands 
to strike 8 pm, when LeBron 
lames and the Cavaliers were to 
take the court for their first regu- 
lar season home game. 
"It's actually historic this game, 
I believe — just in terms of the 
new Michael Ionian, if you will, 
his first game at his home arena," 
said lingo, 39, of Cleveland. "It'sa 
new era for the NBA, really. 
"Well be there to see the first 
installment. It will be something I 
tell my grandkids about." 
lingo was one of 20,050 with 
tickets for the sold-out match up 
against the Denver Nuggets. 
A few hours before the game, 
dozens of scalpers were selling 
$10 tickets for $100, and court- 
side seats were going for $300. 
Limousines were among the 
steady stream of cars jamming 
the streets of downtown, where 
restaurants were busy. 
Fat Fish Blue, a Cajun restau- 
rant near the arena, had 
"Cavaliers specials," a blues gui- 
tarist and $2 parking for patrons 
going to the game after dinner, 
compared to $20 at surrounding 
lots. 
"We're real excited and very 
hopeful now that the Cavs season 
is here. LeBron lames is bringing 
a lot of excitement," said manag- 
er Brian Wfoehrma. 
The sold-out game and the 
buzz it brought were symbols of 
just how much lames, the 18- 
year-old straight-out-of-high- 
school rookie, has brought to 
Cleveland. The Cavaliers had the 
league's worst attendance last 
season, when the last-place team 
won only 17 games. 
Last night, police directed traf- 
fic, parking lots were full and city 
trains ran late to make sure fans 
could get to and from the game. 
"I've never seen the city this 
excited about a single sports 
event." said loe Calabrese, gener- 
al manager of the Greater 
Cleveland Regional Transit 
Authority. 
Basketball hoops, video game 
units, and big screen televisions 
to show game highlights were set 
up at Gateway Plaza outside the 
arena. 
Doug Cross, 16, and friend loe 
Murphy, 16, were among the 
hundreds who wore lames' No. 
23 wine and gold replica jerseys, 
which were selling for $50 at the 
team's store. 
The teens drove from 
Cincinnati to see the matchup 
between lames, the NBAs No. 1 
draft pick, and Denver rookie 
Carmelo Anthony, the league's 
No. 3 choice. 
"That's going to be a great rival- 
ry," Murphy said as he waited in 
line to shoot hoops. "It's really 
great because for a long time the 
Cavs haven't gotten any recogni- 
tion, but now that LeBron's here, 
it's different." 
Cross agreed. 
"There really hasn't been a lot 
to be a fan about," he said over a 
blaring rock band. "Until now." 
Inside the arena, the team 
offered carnival-like activities, 
including face and hair painting, 
banner making and a stand to 
buy personalized jerseys. 
The Cavaliers Girls dance team 
was to perform a new halftime 
routine to choreography by Wade 
Robson, the MFV show host who 
has crafted moves for Britney 
Spears, N Sync and other pop 
stars. 
Nearly 300 media credentials 
were issued for the game and 
television news trucks surround- 
ed the arena. 
"We're going to have as many 
media here as usually attends an 
NBA Final," Cavaliers owner 
Gordon Gund said. 
Accused ticket broker could face life 
By Debbie Hummel 
rut ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SALT LAKK CITY —A former 
Utah ticket broker, charged 
with bilking fans out of thou- 
sands of dollars in Fiesta Bowl 
tickets, not only broke the law, 
he broke his clients' hearts, a 
prosecutor said. 
"This was like the game of 
the century for them," said 
Polly Samuels, an assistant 
attorney general with the 
state's cyber crimes task force. 
"All that was dashed." 
Mark S. Beaver, 49, of Salt 
Lake City, is charged with com- 
munications fraud, theft and 
racketeering. Prosecutors said 
he took more than $100,000 
from  hopeful  football   fans 
wanting to attend the Ian. 3 
national championship game 
between Ohio State and Miami 
in Tempe, Ariz. 
Third District ludge ludith 
Atherton took the case under 
review during a preliminary 
hearing yesterday. She was to 
decide Nov. 21 whether the 
case would go to trial. 
If it does and Beaver is con- 
victed of all charges, he could 
face up to life in prison. 
Beaver's     attorney,     Ron 
Yengich, declined to comment. 
Beaver continues to be held 
in Salt Lake County (ail on 
$100,000 bond. 
Creative ways to 
pay for college: 
1   Recycle 1.5 million lbs. 
of aluminum. 
2. Find 2,300,000 pennies 
laying around the house. 
3   Work as a part-time 
package handler at UPS. 
Get up to $23,000* in 
College Education Assistance 
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS 
S8.50/HR. WITH INCREASES OF $0.50 
AFTER 90 DAYS & $0.50 AT ONE YEAR 
NO WEEKENDS 
WEEKLY PAYTHFrK AvaHable Shifts WEEKLY PAYCHECK Qay „ :30am .3.30p m 
(419)891 -6820 Twilight 5:00p m.-9:00p.m. 
Midnight 10:45p.m.-2:45p.m. 
Pre-load 4:30a.m.-9:00a.m. 
1550 HOLLAND RD 
MAUMEE OH. 43537 
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• Frazee Ave. Apartments/^ k 
• Columbia Court Apartments1 I 
East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apartments 
• Ridge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 
• Bentwood Subdivision 
• Plus Many Other Locations 
New renting for 
mzpcm 
449 E. Wooiler 




Hour*: Mpn-Fri - 9 am- 5 pm 
Sat 0 an - 1 pm 
"All Day, Everyday" 




Sun:      11am-1:30am 
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1 Large, 1 Item 
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N Mo coupon ^necessary^ 
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Browns bench Kevin Johnson 
Byloe HWicia 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BEREA, Ohio — It took just four seconds for 
Cleveland Browns coach Butch Davis to bench the 
team's leading receiver. 
Kevin Johnson said that was the length of the con- 
versation Monday when Davis told him backup 
Andre' Davis would be starting in his place Sunday 
at Kansas City. 
Johnson said he didn't bother to ask why. 
"He's the coach, I'm the player and I respect his 
decision." lohnson said. 
But that doesn't mean he agrees with the coach's 
call. 
"I know I'm a starter in this league, whether it's 
here or somewhere else," lohnson said yesterday. "I 
know I can start in this league. I think my numbers 
speak for themselves.'' 
lohnson said he was hurt by the demotion, which 
has shaken up a Browns receiving corps that has just 
six touchdowns and has failed to perform up to 
expectations. 
"It surprised me a lot," wide receiver Quincy 
Morgan said. "KJ.'s a very good player. You can't help 
but be surprised." 
lohnson has led the Browns in receptions in each 
of his four seasons and leads them again this year in 
catches (40) and yards (378). 
"I have one drop on the season," he said. 
But it was a crucial drop on fourth down in the 
final drive of a loss to San Diego two games ago 
lohnson also cut short a route that led to an inter- 
ception and underthrew a pass that should have 
been a touchdown. 
"Everybody has a couple bad plays here and 
there," quarterback Tim Couch said. "K.J.'s been our 
most consistent guy over the last five years." 
lohnson has been Couch's favorite receiver since 
the two entered the league in 1999 as the first two 
draft picks of the expansion Browns. 
Couch, who was benched in favor of Kelly 
Holcomb to start the season and will again back him 
up on Sunday, laughed when asked if he felt a kin- 
ship with lohnson in getting benched. 
"We're just connecting in a different way now," 
Couch said smiling. "We used to be on the same 
page on the field, now we're on the same page sitting 
on the bench" 
But Couch, who has handled his benching with 
humility, said he was a little shocked by Johnson's 
demotion and defended his teammate. 
"Obviously he's upset, but he has a right to be," 
Couch said. "Kevin has been the leading receiver on 
this team going on five years now. He's made play 
after play." 
Johnson said he doesn't want his situation to 
become a distraction to the team and has offered to 
help Andre' Davis prepare for his first start 
Davis, who was not available for comment 
VNfednesday, is fourth on the Browns in receptions 
(18) and yards (196) but leads the team with three 
touchdowns. 
"I'm here to support him," Johnson said. "I have 
his back." 
Davis had two touchdowns against the 49ers on 
Sept 21, including one with 29 seconds left that gave 
the Browns their first victory of the season. 
But other than that game winner, the Browns' 
receivers — all second round draft picks — have 
failed to make big plays for the 3-5 team. 
Johnson is on pace to match his numbers from a 
season ago. But Morgan, the Browns' other starter, 
has just 19 catches for 237 yards with one touch- 
down through eight games. 
Morgan wouldn't discuss why his numbers are 
down from last season (56 receptions, 964 yards, 
seven TDs). 
"People wonder why K.I. got benched and not 
me," said Morgan, who has articles from focal news- 
papers critical of him hanging in his locker. "Just 
LOSING A WEAPON: Cleveland Browns quarterback Kelly Holcomb loses the ball against the New 
England Patriots on Oct. 26. Holcomb may lose veteran receiver Kevin Johnson for Sunday's game as 
Browns head coach Butch Davis announced yesterday that Johnson would not start against the Chiefs. 
because 1 don't have as many catches doesn't mean 
I'm playing bad." 
Morgan, who has dropped three balls this season, 
bristled at the idea that there have been too many 
drops among the receivers. 
"Everybody drops balls. Some of the greatest 
receivers in the game drop way more balls then we 
do... Randy Moss, Tony Holt, you'll see them drop 
two or three a game. You haven't seen guys drop two 
or three balls here in a game since I've been here." 
Butch Davis said yesterday that Johnson could 
see playing time Sunday in multiple receiver pack- 
ages. He has not given specific reasons for sitting 
Johnson. 
And lohnson has left it at that 
"He's made a decision," lohnson said. "I'm not 
going be upset about it" 
David Carr ready to start on Sunday 
ByferkBabmck 
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HOUSTON — David Carr 
made it through his first practice 
in 10 days since spraining his 
right ankle at Indianapolis, and 
said Wednesday he expects to 
start at Cincinnati this weekend. 
Carr split first-team drills with 
veteran Tony Banks, who 
stepped in to lead the Texans to 
a 14-10 upset of visiting Carolina 
on Sunday. Carr did not appear 
to favor his heavily taped ankle 
during the two-hour practice 
session or afterward. 
"He did fine with the things 
we asked him to do," coach 
Dom Capers said. "He took a 
limited number of snaps, but I 
thought he did well with the 
snaps that he took." 
The real test will be how Can- 
feels later this week, Capers said, 
although he remains on pace to 
start for the Texans (3-5). 
"We'll probably increase his 
load a little (today) and hopeful- 
ly increase it a little more on 
Friday," Capers said. 
The only scenario Carr could 
imagine that would prevent him 
from starting would be reinjur- 
ing the ankle during practice. 
"We've got it taped up pretty 
well. If we can prevent anything 
from setting it back, I think I'll 
be OK." he said. 
Carr, last year's No. 1 overall 
draft choice, took every snap for 
Houston as a rookie and started 
the franchise's first 23 games 
until Banks led the Texans to vic- 
tory last weekend. 
In seven games, Carr has 
completed 60 percent of his 
passes, with six touchdowns 
and eight interceptions. He is 
averaging 212 yards per game, a 
number that would be slightly 
higher if he wasn't knocked out 
of the Colts game in the first 
quarter. 
Ironically for Carr, he suffered 
his first significant injury as a 
professional on a sack in a sea- 
son where his protection has 
been above-average compared 
to his peers. He has taken 11 
sacks in seven games this sea- 
son and was on pace for 43; last 
season he was dumped a record 
76 times. 






A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the 
2004 KEY Yearbook Senior Section. 
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too! 
You can still make an appointment at 372-8634, but walk-ins will be accepted! 
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Earn Si .000-S2000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour (undraising event. Our tree 
programs make fundralslng 
easy with no risks. Fundraismg 
dates are tilling quickly, so get with 
the program! It works. Contact 
CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238. or visit 
www.campus'undraiser.cofn 
Salsa Dance Workshop, Sat. Nov. 
8th 6-9 pm, Chapman Community 
Ctr $5 per class. $20 all day For 
more into, call 419-476-7274. email 
salsaloledo®yahoo com or 
visit www salsatoledo.com. 
Lost/Found 
lost orange XL mens Nautica sweat- 
er at Ztggy Zoombas alter Northern 
ILgame Call collect 419-878-0105 
Wanted 
»1 Spring Break Vacations! Holiest 
Destinations-Best Prices Book 
Now! Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800- 
234-7007. endles8summer1ours.eom 
"•ACT NOW! Book 11 people, pet 
12th trip free Group discounts lor 
6.. 800-838-8202 or 
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, 
NASSAU. JAMAICA! 
7 Nights from $459 ♦ tax! 
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners. 
20-50 Hours Free Drinks! 
Guaranteed Lowest Prices * Best 
Party Schedule The Only Spnng 
Break Company Recognized For 
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST 
Spring Break Site On The Web - 
View 100s Of Hotel Videos 
And Reviews at 
www.SBnngBf 
1 -800-678-6386 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 
•" SPRING BREAK •" 
Book early and save $$! 
World's longest Keg Party - 
Free beer all week! 
Live band S DJ Wet T-shirt, 
Hard Body & Venus Swim wear 
contest. Suites up to 12 people, 
3 pools, huge beachfront hot tub, 
lazy river ride, water slide, 
jet skis, parasail. 
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort 
800-488-8828 
"Reality" Spring Break 2004 
As seen in 
"The Real Cancun'' Movie! 
Lowest Prices, Free Meals « 
Parties Book belore Oct. 15th! 
2 Free Trips For Groups! 
1-800-426-7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. Ameri- 
ca's *1 Student Tour Operator Hir- 
ing campus reps. Group discounts! 
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com 
SPRING BREAK 2004! Beach Life 
Vacations! Jamaica. Cancun. 
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. 
Sell Trips. Earn Cash, Travel Free! 
Call 1-800-733-6347. 
www beachlifevacations com 
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK 
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now! 
www.Sunchase.com 
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today! 
Services Offered 
GUITAR & BASS LESSONS 
in your home, beginner 1o advanced. 
$10/1/2hr 419-354-3297. 
Pregnant? Know all the facts. 
Confidential, free testing & support. 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Will babysii in your home or mine. 
Rates negotiate. 419-353-6846 or 
voice mail, 353-6644 
Personals 
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157 
Western Horsemanship. Check us 
out at Sandersonstables.com 
Wanted 
2 Female sublessors needed Jan. 
2004. Lg. house, 1 blk. from cam- 
pus, inexpensive. Call 308-0926. 
Erik Leber 
Stephanie Scalf 
on your engagement 
From your ••little" brother Brian and your little sister Soro     |j 
ktfc/Jftifc   fcrthtfAAfc   ktradtAfc   kit balk At   fcrlaV.tfc.ltk 
Don't Let This Holiday Season Pass You By! 
Learn to consolidate and shop for loved ones! 
Let us help yon start the New Year fresh! 
Call 
Credit Union One 
offers FREE Financial Advice 
loll Free 
 1-866-475-8024 
mum uijut mrm UIIIJI uuuf 
Help Wanted 
ATTN: Bowting Green. Postal posi- 
tions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp 
required. Benefits. For exam, salary 
and testing information call (630) 
393-3032 ext. 247 8am-8pm 7 days 
Bartender trainees needed 
$250 a day potential Local 
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541 
Get Paid For Your Opinions! 
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey! 
www.pafdonlineopinkjns.com 
Make a difference In your com- 
munltyl Part-time community serv- 
ice positions available. AmeriCorps 
is what has become known as the 
domestic Peace Corps. Make a dif- 
ference in the lives of people with 
disabilities in Wood County Com- 
plete a total number ol 900 hours in 
one year (17.5 hours per week) for 
Wood Lane (Wood County Board of 
Mental Retardation and Develop- 
mental Disabilities). Members re- 
ceive a $5,082.00 living stipend 
(paid every two weeks). At the suc- 
cessful completion of the required 
hours ol services, members are eli- 
gible for a $2,363.00 educational 
award. (A voucher to pay tor past or 
future college expenses) Members 
may put current student loans in tor- 
bearance and AmenCorps pays the 
interest. For more information, con- 
tact Liz Sheets (419)352-5115 or 
lsheets@woodmrdd.org. Applica- 
tion deadline: November 14, 2003. 
Marketers    needed    for    mortgage 
companies. $8.00mr. four bonuses. 
Second shift starling at noon. 
419-823-0520. ask tor Maria 
Movie extras/ Models needed 
for local casting calls. 
No experience or age required. 
Earn up to $200/ day 
1-888-820-0167. 
Movie Extras/ Models needed. 
No exp required, all looks & ages 
Earnupto$100-500/day. 
1-888-820-0167 ext. U112. 
For Sale 
$500! Cars/trucks from $500. Police 
impounds. Hondas. Chevys etc. For 
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558 
1996 Dodge Ram Pick-up with 
newer plow. $4700 OBO 
Call 419-409-0086 
3 bedrooms, 2 baths 
Fore closure only. $9500. For list- 
ings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584. 
GARAGE SALE 
Do you want to look nice at a frac- 
tion of the original cost? Garage 
sale Thurs thru Sat.. Thur. & Fri.9-5; 
Sat. 9-7.315 N Church St. 
For Rent 
" Now leasing fully furn. efficiencies 
Efficiencies avail now & second sem 
$465 for 1 person, monthly leases, 
includes all util.. cable, phone. Call 
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520. 
1740 E. Wooster. 
" Next sen yr 04-05 Listings Avail. 
Houses on Wooster St., also apts. 
Pick up 24/7 at 316 E. Merry (3 or 
will mail Call 353-0325 9am • 9pm 
419-353-5751 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
Female sublease' needed for Spring 
semester. Own room, in 2 bdrm. 
townhouse. Call 513-258-5990 
Let us know what you think. The Of- 
fice of Residence Life is asking that 
all students fill out the on-line survey 
to shape the future of on-campus 
housing accommodations. The sur- 
vey is located at MyBOSU. Com- 
plete the survey and automatically 
enter the drawing for a variety of gift 
certificates 
Mature person to share 
3 bedroom house. 
Please call 419-373-6056 
Sublease' needed for Jan. thru May. 
$265/ mo. plus util. 
613 Fifth St. 330-715-1179. 
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1  Unassertive 
7 Fifty-fifty chance 
15 Ladder toter. perhaps 
16 Differentiate 
17 Catlike 
18 French pancake place 
19 Chill 
20 1983 Mr. T flick 
22 1983 Indy 500 winner 
23 Utmost 
24 Visit 
26 Pipe part 
27 Pupil setting 
29 Outfit 
31 Start-up buttons 
32 Askew 
35 The South 
37 Cream-filled pastries 
39 Threatened 
43 Made an effort 
45 Bun seed 
46 LXX x X 
OWN 
1 Clear-cut 
2 Emotionally exciting 
3 Mountain material? 
4 Wire-service letters 
5 Tears 
6 Vertical 
7 Got away 
8 To the letter 
9 Tours season 
10 Snoozes 
11 Bids first 
12 Risk it 
13 Compulsive 
14 Cooks in vapors 
21 Machine part 
25 Monkey suits 
28 ERA, e.g. 
30 Long (for) 
33 Irish homeland 
34 Dental instrument 
36 Creature comforts 
38 Betrays one's cause 
40 Happy-go-lucky 
41 Spock's lack 
42 Downward passages 
44 Nottingham nappies 
46 Read spy reports 
47 Cliff of "Cheers" 
48 Grisham novel, with 
The" 
50 Outback nester 
53 Baseball bobble 
55 Knight's protection 
56 Trapper's device 
59 Peak in Thessaly 
63 Chinese dynasty 
65 Spasmodic muscular 
contraction 
49 Songwriter Greenwich 
51 Piccadilly Circus statue 
52 She m Cherbourg 
54 Andes beasts 
57 Oft-used abbr. 
58 Africa's largest city 
60 Reject with distain 
61 Old-time interjection 
62 Galosh 
64 of honor 
66 Titan of the past 
67 Set in proper position 
68 Contestants 
69 Niche 
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL?  LAW SCHOOL?   MED SCHOOL? 
CALL THE W'OKI.I) I I \l)l R  IN  11 ST PREP 
<'i,'.f-i» •rj|!-* <2Z5> *' rV1 * mS* ■' 
I    800   KM' w w \\ . K MM. AN.COM 
For Rent For Rent 
"" 1 bdrm. apt., $450/mo. incls. util 
Single room. $225/mo., 2 blocks, 
from campus, quiet residential area 
Second sem., 2 bdrm apts. available 
$450/mo Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm. 
2 bdrm. apt. avail, now through Aug. 
Close to campusl S535'mo + elec. 
Heat & cable meld Call 352-2660 
2 bdrm. apt. University Courts. 
$525/ mo plus elect 900 sq. ft Free 
cable. Avail, now 419-352-9813 
2 bedroom, unfurnished apartment 
located 1/2 block from campus. 
Available May 2004. 419-686-4700 
2-4 sub-leasers needed 2nd semes- 
ter S285/mo Utilities paid, 2 blocks 
from campus and bars. Own room, 
washer/dryer Call 353-7385 
3 bdrm. house near campus. 
$750 + util. Newly remodeled w/ 
garage & basement Call 352-2127. 
Apartment. Spring '04 Semester! 
2 or 3 sublsrs needed. 2 bdrm., 2 
bthrm., furn., dishwasher, garbage 
disposal. Close to campus. $625 to- 
tal per mo. Elec. only util. to pay. 
Call 419-308-1774. 
Houses/Apts. tor 04-05 school year 
12 mo. leases only. 
S. Smith Contracting, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 9-2 M-F 
Quiet tenants prelened. 
MOVE IN TOMORROW 
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents from 
$320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts 
for your tour (419) 352-0590. 
One-bedroom apt. New decor. 
Appliances (W/D includ.) furnished. 
$600, including, utilities Grads only. 
Pembenrille location. 419-287-4028. 
Quiet Grand Rapids. 2 bedroom 
apartments. $400/ mo. + utilities 
Also large 3 & 4 bedroom, apart- 
ments at $750/ mo. 419-467-9994 
1225 N. Main St. 
www.ThayerBG.com 
4 girls seeking house mate. 




TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
available immediately. 
Tenants pay gas and electric. 
Starling at $390.00 per month. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, 
INC., RENTAL OFFICE 
(419) 354-2260 
Located at 319 E. Wooster St. 
across from Taco Bell. 
fiBrtf 
Holiday Personals 
SPRING BREAK Free food, parlies 
& drinks' Our students seen on 
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels - 
Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com 
800-985-6789 
Megan Marten, 
BGSU Vehicle Sales Representative 
(419) 353-5751, 




• Ground floor ranch 
style apartment with 
private entrance 
• Patio 
■ Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Pets welcome 









FREE   HEAT 
419-353-7715   t=J 
Join the Newlove Family! 
■Undergraduate housing 
•Graduate & Professional Housing 
•No parental guarantee needed 
•Professional management team 
•Pels permitted in some rentals 
:::""-'•'■ 2004-2005 '*-"" 
'':        Brochure        ■ 
•;;;.. NOW AVAILABLE..•.;-.- 
**•*"*>-• . . •-•••.■•--* 
Stop by and see us today! 
^° o*,. 
NRWIPVH 
Rentals 144 Norlfi Main 
1 he sisters of 
Phi MM would1 like 
to congratulate 
Abbi>; Jones 




WILL BE RENTING FOR 
2004-2005 STARTING 
NOVEMBER !•». 
STOP BY FOR LISTING 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
716 E Wooster 
1 bdrm #2 
410/mo + Elec. 




Hillsdale Apt   1082 Fairview 
2 Bdrm Apts./one - 
3 Bdmr Twnh. 
Dishwasher - Garbage 
Disposal -11/2 Baths - 
Washer/Dryer Hook-up 
Running a Special 
BGSU Bus stop 
FEW OPEN NOW 
AfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe 
2 Bdrm #66 
1 Bdrm #37 
Laundry on site 
BGSU bus stop 
OPEN NO.-' 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office at 
1045 N. Main St. or 
check website 
www.mecr.ariq corn 
for complete listing 
for next year. 
